
Features

Operation Description:

- One-time object setup.

- Filling the hopper/bowl with objects.

- Choosing recipe (part, #bags, QTY per bag).

- The counter will stop when reaching the desired amount.

- The operator manually replaces bags.

- 99.9% accuracy.

- Quick set-up:  Approximately 60 sec.

- Object versatility: one system can count numerous object types.

- User-friendly interface.

- Counting data is saved and easily retrieved.

- Parts size range:5mm-25mm.

- Industry 4.0 compatibility.

Link for U-60 spider video

The U-60 spider is a Manual system for stations which requires frequent changeover between 

parts and a fast counting process. The Spider low weight and small dimensions enable high 

mobility between stations.  

Ideal for: 

Receiving department, Final product packaging, Inventory management.

DATA ICI Small Parts Tabletop Counters  
Data’s proprietary ICI technology enables real-time bulk counting of small objects, by 

scanning them from 360 degrees as they freefall through a detection unit. 

Data’s small part counters can count a wide variety of complex objects quickly and 

accurately. DATA serve customers from many different verticals including electronics, 

medical, aerospace, hardware, injection molding and more.

DATA Count U-60 Spider 

https://youtu.be/epdM8ttzLDw


 DATA Count U-60B 

A semi-automatic platform for stations which requires exact counting of repeating products 

and large quantities per batch.
Ideal for:

Receiving department, Final product packaging, Inventory management.

Operation Description: 

- One-time object setup.

- Filling the hopper/bowl with objects.

- Choosing recipe (part, #bags, QTY per bag).

- The counter will stop when reaching the desired amount.

- The operator manually replaces bags.

- 99.9% accuracy.

- Minimal mechanical adjustments when changing objects.

- Counting data is saved and easily retrieved.

- Object versatility: one system can count numerous object types.

- User-friendly interface.

- Low maintenance and easy to clean.

- Parts size range :1mm-25mm.

- Industry 4.0 compatibility.

Link for U-60B video

Features

https://youtu.be/VWHOA9AZ8f8


DATA Count U162 / U162B 

Automatic system for plants which require automatic counting and packaging. 

An ideal solution for repeative counting of a preset object quantity.

The U-162 can be integrated with various Automated Poly Bagging Machines such as 

Autobag, Audion, Paxmatic, Sharp, PAC, and many others.

 **with a hopper **

Optional:

- Tailormade frame for other baggers which support handshaking protocol.

- Feeder hopper.

- Lift.

Operation Description: 

- One-time object setup.

- Filling the hopper/bowl with objects.

- Choosing recipe (part, #bags, QTY per bag).

- The machine will automatically perform the counting and packaging 

in accordance with the required objects per bag and number of bags.

- 99.9% accuracy.

- Parts size range :1mm-25mm.

- Industry 4.0 compatibility.

- GMP-compliant design.

- Capable of counting a wide range of different objects.

- Unlimited programs and products.

- Touch-panel, PC-based HMI with an intuitive graphic interface.

- Supports TCP/IP protocol.

- Reject mechanism for automatic discharge of overfill counts.

Link for U-162 video

Features

https://youtu.be/4CfKxOjebm4


When Speed & Accuracy Count
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